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We introduce learning in a principal-agent model of output sharing under moral hazard.

We use social evolutionary learning to represent social learning and reinforcement,

experience-weighted attraction (EWA) and individual evolutionary learning (IEL) to

represent individual learning. Learning in the principal-agent model is difficult due to:

the stochastic environment; the discontinuity in payoffs at the optimal contract; and

the incorrect evaluation of foregone payoffs for IEL and EWA. Social learning is much

more successful in adapting to the optimal contract than standard individual learning

algorithms. A modified IEL using realized payoffs evaluation performs better but still

falls short of social learning.

& 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

The optimal contracts in principal-agent models often take complicated forms, for example due to the trade-off
between provision of insurance and incentives. Depending on the exact setting, the optimal contract depends crucially on
both the principal’s and agent’s preferences, the properties of the production technology, and the stochastic properties of
the income process. As an example, take a standard problem of optimal contracting under moral hazard (e.g. Hart and
Holmstrom, 1987).1 The existing literature typically assumes that actions undertaken by the agent are unobservable or
non-verifiable by the principal. However, at the same time, the principal is assumed to have perfect knowledge of objects
that seem much harder or at least as hard to know or observe such as the agent’s preferences, the agent’s decision making
process, or the functional form of the output technology.

In this paper, we address these issues by explicitly modeling the principal’s learning process based only on observables
such as output realizations. Our primary objective is to investigate whether this learning process leads to knowledge
acquisition sufficient for convergence to the theoretically optimal principal-agent contract. To this end we analyze two
alternative paradigms, social and individual learning, to describe the principal’s learning process. The social learning
paradigm represents a way of explicit, micro-level modeling of what is referred to in the literature as ‘learning spillovers’,
or ‘‘learning from others’’. At the same time, the individual learning paradigm can be viewed as an explicit, micro-level
modeling of ‘‘learning by doing’’ (e.g. Arrow, 1962; Stokey, 1988).
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in the finance literature (credit under moral hazard), public finance (optimal taxation with hidden
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Numerous empirical studies in widely diverse research areas suggest that individuals and firms utilize in practice social
and individual learning methods resembling those we analyze. For example, in industrial organization, Thornton and
Thompson (2001) use a dataset on shipbuilding during WWII to analyze learning across and within shipyards. They find
that learning spillovers are significant and may have contributed more to increases in productivity than conventional
learning by doing effects. Cunningham (2004) uses data from semiconductor plants and finds that firms which are
installing significantly new technologies appear to be influenced by social learning. Singh et al. (2010) find similar effects
in the open source software industry. In the development literature, Foster and Rosenzweig (1996) use household panel
data from India on the adoption and profitability of high-yield crop varieties to test the implications of learning by doing
and learning from others. They find evidence that both households’ own and their neighbors’ experience increase
profitability. Conley and Udry (2010) investigate the role of social learning in the diffusion of a new agricultural technology
in Ghana.2 They test whether farmers adjust their inputs to align with those of their neighbors who were successful in
previous periods and present evidence that farmers do tend to adopt such successful practices. However, when they apply
the same model to a crop with a known technology they find no such effect.3 Last but not least, at the macro level, the
seminal works of Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988) have emphasized the role of learning spillovers as an engine of economic
growth.

Specifically, we adopt a repeated one-period contracting framework in an output-sharing model which can be thought
of as optimal wage, sharecropping, or equity financing arrangement. An asset owner (the principal) contracts with an agent
to produce jointly. The principal supplies the asset (e.g. a machine, land, know-how, etc.) while the agent supplies
unobservable labor effort. Output is stochastic and the probability of a given output realization depends on the agent’s
effort. The principal wants to design and implement an optimal compensation scheme for the agent which maximizes the
principal’s profits and satisfies participation and incentive compatibility constraints.

We first describe the optimal contract that arises if both contracting parties are fully rational and know all the
ingredients of the contracting problem and environment. Then, we model and analyze the situation in which a principal
(or, principals) with no prior knowledge of the environment has to learn what the optimal contract is.

We implement the social learning paradigm (learning from others) via a model of social evolutionary learning, SEL, in
which players update their strategies based on imitating strategies of those players who have performed better in the past,
and, occasionally, experimenting with new strategies. The population of players thus learns jointly through their
experience that they share over time.4 To implement the individual learning paradigm (learning by doing), we evaluate
three algorithms that have been widely used in various game theoretic and applied settings: reinforcement learning, RL
(Roth and Erev, 1995; Erev and Roth, 1998), experience-weighted attraction learning, EWA (Camerer and Ho, 1999),5 and
individual evolutionary learning, IEL (Arifovic and Ledyard, 2004, 2007). In contrast to social learning, individual learning is
based on updating the entire collection of strategies that belong to an individual player, based on her own experience only.

Two features shared by all the algorithms are the increase in frequency of representation of well-performing strategies
over time and the probabilistic choice of a particular strategy to be used in a given period. In terms of payoff evaluation, the
difference between RL on one hand, and IEL and EWA, on the other, is that RL updates the payoff only of the strategy that
was played in a given time period, and leaves the payoffs of the rest of the strategies unchanged. In contrast, EWA and IEL
constantly update the payoffs of all strategies based on their ‘foregone’ payoffs. In terms of strategy representation, what
distinguishes RL and EWA from IEL is that the implementation of RL and EWA requires representation of all possible
strategies set in the algorithms’ strategy collections, while IEL starts out with a collection (i.e. a subset) of strategies that
are randomly drawn from the full set. Finally, in terms of payoff updating, RL and EWA use a procedure that is standard for
a number of individual learning algorithms, i.e. the probabilities that strategies will be selected are updated based on their
accumulated payoffs while IEL’s updating is instead based on the evolutionary paradigm, i.e., consists of increases in
frequency of the strategies that performed well in the past (based on evaluation of their foregone payoffs) and occasional
experimentation with new strategies.6

Our results show that social evolutionary learning almost always converges to the theoretically optimal principal-agent
contract. In contrast, the individual learning algorithms based on evaluation of foregone payoffs (IEL and EWA) that have
proven very successful in a variety of Nash environments fail to adapt in our setting. Reinforcement learning (RL) performs
2 See also Zhang et al. (2002) who present evidence for learning from others in technology adoption in India.
3 Further evidence exists in the business/management literature. For instance, Boyd and Bresser (2004) study the occurrence and performance impact

of different models of organizational learning in the US retail industry and point out the importance of inter-organizational learning, while Ryu et al.

(2005) document learning by doing and learning from others in the Internet data management sector.
4 Our implementation of the evolutionary paradigm is based on genetic algorithms which have had numerous applications in economics—for

example, Arifovic (1996), Arifovic (2000), Marks (1998), Dawid (1999), Lux and Schornstein (2005). Also, in organization theory, Rose and Willemain

(1996) implement a genetic algorithm in a principal-agent environment where the principal’s and agent’s strategies are represented by finite automata.

They find that the variance of output and agent’s risk aversion affect adaptation. However, they do not analyze the relative performance of different

learning algorithms nor study the reasons for non-convergence.
5 For an excellent overview of applications of RL, EWA and other individual learning models see Camerer (2003) and Haruvy and Erev (2010).
6 Arifovic (1994) implemented IEL in the context of the ‘cobweb’ model and showed it captured well price behavior in experiments with human

subjects. More recently, Hommes and Lux (2008) use an individual genetic algorithm to match experimental data about expectations in cobweb settings.

Our IEL implementation follows Arifovic and Ledyard (2004) who apply it to public good provision mechanisms and call market mechanisms to capture,

in real time, behavior observed in experiments with human subjects. Overall, IEL has proven to be especially successful in adapting to environments with

large strategy spaces (e.g., see Arifovic and Ledyard, 2004 for comparison with RL and EWA).
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somewhat better than IEL and EWA since it only updates the payoffs of those strategies that were actually used. However,
RL’s overall learning performance is also unsatisfactory relative to SEL’s due to RL’s disadvantage in handling the large
strategy space.

The intuition for the failure of EWA and IEL is that, when evaluating foregone payoffs of potential strategies that have
not been tried out, the principal assumes that agent’s action will remain constant (as if playing Nash), while in fact the
optimal contract involves a reaction to the agent’s best response function as in a Stackelberg game. The inability of these
canonical individual learning models to produce correct foregone payoffs for the principal’s strategies precludes their
convergence to the theoretically optimal contract.7 In contrast, social learning involves evaluation of payoffs of only
strategies that are actually played, avoiding this problem. As a result, SEL exhibits high rates of convergence to the optimal
contract.

Two additional reasons, specific to the principal-agent setting, cause further difficulties with adapting to the optimal
contract, independently of the learning algorithm used. First, as usual, the presence of stochastic shocks makes learning
difficult in any type of environment. Second, in ours and any similar mechanism design model, the principal’s payoffs are a
discontinuous function of the strategy space at the agent’s participation constraint. That is, profits are maximized at some
positive value at a point on the constraint but any nearby contract which violates it yields zero payoff that in turn results a
large flat area in the payoff function. This creates problems for the successful adaptation of all learning algorithms since
their performance is driven by the differences in payoffs that strategies receive over time.

The failure of individual learning where foregone payoffs are taken into account stands in stark contrast to the findings
reported in the existing literature. However, our principal-agent environment is different from the environments studied
so far, most importantly in its sequential as opposed to simultaneous game nature. To address this problem, we evaluate a
modified version of the IEL algorithm where only payoffs of strategies that are actually tried out are updated while, at the
same time, we keep the evolutionary updating mechanism that allows IEL to adapt well in environments with large
strategy space as reported in the literature. The resulting ‘IEL with realized payoffs’ (IELR) algorithm does much better in
adapting to the optimal contract than its canonical ‘foregone payoffs’ counterpart. Nevertheless, the IELR’s convergence
rates still fall short of those achieved with social learning, including when controlling for the total number of strategies
being evaluated over a simulation run.8

2. Contracting with full rationality

Consider a standard moral hazard model of output/equity sharing, for example, Stiglitz (1974) on sharecropping in
agriculture. Other applications include profit sharing under franchising, licensing, or author-publishing contracts. To fix
ideas, interpret the principal as the owner of a productive asset (e.g. land) and the agent as a worker (e.g. a tenant working
on the land). Output is yðzÞ ¼ zþe, where z is the effort employed by the agent and e is a normally distributed random
variable with mean 0 and variance s2. The agent’s effort, z is unobservable/non-contractible. Output, y is publicly
observable. Assume that the technology is such that the principal cannot infer from the output realization what effort level
was employed by the agent. The principal is risk neutral while the agent is risk averse with preferences u(c,z)—increasing
in consumption, decreasing in effort and strictly concave. The agent’s outside option of not signing a contract with the
principal is u.

As in Stiglitz (1974) or Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), restrict attention to linear compensation contracts, i.e., the
principal receives pðyÞ � ð1�sÞyþ f and the agent receives cðyÞ � sy�f where s 2 ½0,1� is the agent’s output share and f is a
fixed fee. We are aware that, in general (e.g. Holmstrom, 1979), the theoretically optimal compensation contract may be
non-linear (see also the discussion in Bolton and Dewatripont, 2005, Section 4.3). There are several reasons for restricting
our analysis to linear compensation schemes. The first reason is the observation that sharing or compensation principal-
agent agreements in reality regularly take a linear form, e.g. see Chao (1983) on sharecropping; Lafontaine (1992) or Sen
(1993) on franchising; Caves et al. (1983) on licensing; Masten and Snyder (1993) on equipment leasing, among others.9

The second reason concerns complexity—given that our paper is about modeling learning about the best compensation
contract, the linearity restriction simplifies the principal’s problem to learning about two numbers, s and f, as opposed to
learning about a general non-linear function c(y), possibly without an analytic closed form, which could make the setting
much harder to adapt in. We expand on this in the Appendix A.10 Indeed, even with the restriction to linear contracts, we
7 Note that another commonly studied learning algorithm, fictitious play (Fudenberg and Levine, 1998) would suffer from the same problem in our

setting, as it also uses foregone payoffs.
8 Comparative studies of social and individual evolutionary learning have been done before in the context of the ‘cobweb’ model, e.g. Arifovic (1994),

Vriend (2000), and Arifovic and Maschek (2006). Arifovic (1994) shows that both social and individual evolutionary learning converge to the Walrasian

equilibrium. Her individual learning algorithm uses evaluation of hypothetical payoffs. On the other hand, Vriend (2000) demonstrates that while social

learning converges to the Walrasian equilibrium, individual learning reaches the Cournot–Nash outcome. His individual learning algorithm uses

evaluation of realized payoffs only. Arifovic and Maschek (2006) perform various robustness checks and identify the differences in the individual learning

algorithm and the cobweb model parameter values that result in those different outcomes. A key difference between these studies and our paper is that

our environment is not characterized by a Nash equilibrium solution.
9 Linear contracts could be also required to prevent re-sale among agents.
10 See also Holmstrom (1979) or Bolton and Dewatripont (2005, ch. 4) for examples of non-linear and even non-monotone optimal contracts in the

moral hazard problem and discussion on their general analytical non-tractability.
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argued in the introduction that our environment is already quite hard to learn using the standard algorithms
from the literature. Despite its relative simplicity, the linear contract is sufficiently flexible—its exact form depends on
both the preferences and technology and it nests the (one-parameter) fixed wage, fixed rent, and fixed sharing rule
contracts.

Because of all above reasons we assume that our learning principals offer linear contracts. Our methods can be extended
to more complicated contracts to the extent that the strategy space remains tractable (e.g. if the non-linear scheme can be
characterized with a small number of parameters).

2.1. The optimal contract

The optimal contract in the above setting can be found as the solution of a standard principal-agent mechanism design
problem. The principal’s objective is to maximize his expected profits subject to participation and incentive compatibility
constraints for the agent

max
s,f
ð1�sÞzþ f ð1Þ

subject to

z¼ argmax
ẑ

EuðsyðẑÞ�f ,ẑÞ ð2Þ

EuðsyðzÞ�f ,zÞZu ð3Þ

The first constraint is the incentive compatibility constraint (ICC) stating that the chosen effort must be optimal for the
agent given the proposed compensation scheme (s,f). The second constraint is the participation constraint (PC) stating that
the agent must obtain expected utility higher or equal to his outside option u in order to accept the contract. We assume
that u is large enough so that the participation constraint is binding at the optimal contract (s�, f�).

2.2. A computable example

We use the following easy-to-compute example in our numerical analysis of learning in the principal-agent model.
Assume a mean-variance expected utility of consumption for the tenant, and quadratic cost of effort,
Euðc,zÞ � EðcÞ�ðg=2ÞVarðcÞ�ð1=2Þz2. With our production function specification mean–variance expected utility is
equivalent to assuming exponential Bernouli utility of the form uðc,zÞ ¼ �e�gðc�ð1=2Þz2Þ (e.g., see Bolton and Dewatripont,
2005, pp. 137–139 for a derivation). Thus, our computable example is the so-called ‘LEN’ model (Linear contract,
Exponential/CARA utility, and Normally distributed performance) widely used in the applied contract theory literature
(e.g., see Holmstrom and Milgrom, 1991 on multi-tasking in firms; Dutta and Zhang, 2002 in accounting, etc).11

The tenant’s expected utility is

UT ðzÞ ¼ sz�f�
g
2
s2s2�

1

2
z2: ð4Þ

For our preferences and production function, it is easy to verify that the ‘first order approach’ (Rogerson, 1985) is valid.
Hence, we replace the incentive compatibility constraint (2) with its first order condition

z� ¼ s ð5Þ

The principal’s problem then becomes (substituting from the ICC and the participation constraint),

max
s
ð1�sÞsþ

1

2
s2ð1�gs2Þ�u, ð6Þ

with a first-order condition,

1�2sþsð1�gs2Þ ¼ 0, ð7Þ

which implies, s� ¼ 1=1þgs2. The optimal fixed fee is then found using the participation constraint,
f � ¼ 1=2ð1�gs2Þ=ðð1þgs2Þ

2
Þ�u.

3. Learning about the optimal contract

Our main objective is to examine the behavior of our principal-agent model under learning. We assume that the stage
game from Section 2 is repeated over time. The main reason for this is computational complexity. Contract theory suggests
(e.g. Townsend, 1982) that in a dynamic (as opposed to repeated) setting, intertemporal tie-ins and history dependence
11 Holmstrom and Milgrom (1987) show further that the optimal incentive scheme in the LEN model is linear when y is interpreted as an aggregate

performance measure resulting from the agent supplying effort in continuous time to control the drift of output.
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typically exist in the optimal contract. If standard learning algorithms cannot converge to the optimal static contract, then
we expect them to be even less successful in adapting to the optimal dynamic contract.12

We study how hard (or easy) it is for boundedly rational principals to learn what the optimal sharing contract looks like.
Specifically, as a first pass, we assume that the principal is not endowed either with the ability to optimize or with
knowledge of the physical environment, i.e., she does not know what the agent’s preferences and the exogenous stochastic
shock’s properties are. In contrast, agents are assumed to be able to optimize their effort choice, z� given the share, s, and
the fixed fee, f, that they are offered by the principals.13

The learning proceeds as follows. Each period, (1) the principal offers a contract (st, ft) belonging to some known set of
feasible contracts,14 (2) the agent chooses effort, (3) output is realized, and (4) the principal’s profit is computed. If the
offered contract does not satisfy the agent’s participation constraint, we assume that the principal gets a payoff of p for the
current period (set to zero in the simulations). After profits are realized the principal updates her strategy set and chooses a
new contract (st +1, ft + 1), etc.

We investigate two learning paradigms. The first is individual learning in which a player learns only from her own
experience. Specifically, in our model each principal is endowed with a collection of different strategies that she updates
over time based on her experience. We examine the behavior of three popular models of individual learning that share
some common features but also differ in several important dimensions: ‘reinforcement leaning’ (RL)—Roth and Erev
(1995); ‘experience-weighted attraction learning’, (EWA)—Camerer and Ho (1999); and ‘individual evolutionary learning’
(IEL)—Arifovic and Ledyard (2004, 2007).

The second learning paradigm we study is social learning in which players can learn from each others’ experience. In our
setting, this translates into a learning model where principals are given an opportunity to observe the behavior of some of
the other principals and update their strategies (the contracts offered) accordingly. Our preferred model of social learning
is based on the evolutionary paradigm in which the principals’ performance and survival are based on how successful their
strategies, (s,f) are and on occasional experimentation with new strategies.
3.1. Common structure of the learning algorithms

In each of the learning models we consider all agents are identical and optimize each time period given the contract
proposed by the principal. A strategy,15 mt, belonging to the strategy set, Mt at time t 2 f1,T0g consists of a share/fee pair,
i.e., mt={st,ft}. The strategy set Mt of fixed size J has elements mt

j, j=1,y,J each of which belongs to the strategy space, G,
of all possible contracts that can be offered. We assume G is a two-dimensional grid of size #S�#F where S and F are
linearly spaced grids16 for the share, s, and the fee, f. The coarseness of the S and F grids is governed by the parameter d,
which determines the number of feasible contracts in G.

In the case of individual learning, the strategy set Mt is a collection of JZ2 strategies that belong to a single principal. At
each t, the principal chooses one of these J strategies as the actual contract offered to the agent. In contrast, in the case of
social learning, there is a population of NZ2 principals and each principal, i 2 f1, . . . ,Ng has a single strategy mt

i that she
uses at time t. That is, in social learning an individual principal’s strategy set, Mt

i is a singleton, Mi
t �mi

t 2 G and the overall
(population) strategy set, Mt is the collection of all N individual time-t strategies, i.e., Mt ¼

Sn
i ¼ 1 Mi

t ¼ fm
1
t , . . . ,mN

t g.
Each period consists of T1Z1 ‘interactions’ between a fixed principal-agent pair (one pair in case of individual learning,

and N pairs in case of social learning) where each interaction17 corresponds to a separate output shock (e draw) but the
principal uses the same strategy (st,ft) over the T1 interactions. Specifically, at any t, the principal announces a single
contract, a share-fee pair, ðst ,ftÞ 2 Mt . Given the contract, the agent provides his optimal level of effort, zt

�=st while output
and profits vary depending on the realization of the shock, es. Formally, output for each within-period interaction, ys,
s=1,y,T1 is

ys,t ¼ stþes,t ð8Þ
12 The optimal dynamic moral hazard contract requires that the principal keep track of the full history of output realizations and use it to determine

the current transfers. This causes an exponential expansion of the dimensionality of the strategy space. While this could be resolved by introducing an

extra state variable, ‘promised utility’ (e.g. Phelan and Townsend, 1991), the optimal contract must specify both (contingent) current consumption and

promised future utility which significantly increases its complexity relative to the static case. We plan to investigate learning in such dynamic settings in

future work.
13 We provide a brief discussion on double-sided learning in the conclusions.
14 The constraints on this contract feasibility set can be natural, e.g., the share s by definition must belong to the interval [0,1] or determined by the

contractual environment, e.g., the bounds on f can come from limited liability or similar constraints. We assume these constraints are known to the

principal.
15 Hereafter, we use the terms strategy and contract interchangeably.
16 In principle, we could use continuous sets for s and f in the implementation of the IEL and SEL algorithms. However, since we also evaluate the

performance of the RL and EWA algorithms which can be implemented only using discretized strategy space, we chose a discrete G for consistency. We

perform robustness checks with respect to the grid density.
17 The function of these within-period interactions between a principal-agent pair is to give the principal some time to learn about the expected

profits that can be generated from a given offered contract. We provide comparative statics with respect to T1 in the robustness Section 5.3.
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where es,t are i.i.d. normally distributed with mean zero and variance s2 while the principal’s profit is

ps,t ¼ ys,tð1�stÞþ ft ð9Þ

At the end of the T1 interactions, the value of the average output produced during time period t is

yt ¼ stþ
1

T1

XT1

s ¼ 1

es,t , ð10Þ

and the average payoff of the principal for period t is

pt ¼ ð1�stÞytþ ft ð11Þ

The average payoff, pt represents the measure of performance (fitness) of a particular strategy (st,ft) that the principal uses
at time period t. If the proposed strategy does not satisfy the agent’s participation constraint, its average payoff, pt is set to
p ¼ 0.

3.2. Individual learning

The individual learning paradigm is based on an individual’s learning and updating of strategies based only on her own

experience. In our setting this implies that each period the (single) principal has a collection of strategies that is used for
her decision making process. Over time, as a result of accumulated information about the performance of individual
strategies, the updating process results in an increase in the frequency of well-performing strategies in the principal’s
strategy set. The choice of a particular strategy as the actual strategy that the principal uses in a given period is
probabilistic, and the selection probabilities depend positively on the strategies’ past performance.

The three individual learning models that we study, RL, EWA, and IEL have this common feature but they also differ in
important ways. The main differences among them are in how the strategy set, Mt is determined and updated over time.
These differences play an important role for the results we obtain.

3.2.1. Reinforcement learning

To model reinforcement learning (RL) we follow the implementation of Roth and Erevs (1995). The strategy set is the
whole strategy space, G=S�R, i.e., all possible combinations of s and f, and is the same in all periods, i.e., Mt=M for all t. The
number of strategies, J in M for each t hence equals the total number of elements of G, i.e., in the RL model, J=#S�#R.
A single principal chooses one of these strategies to play each period. Each strategy in M is assigned a propensity of choice

which is updated at time t based on the payoff this strategy earned if it was used at t and is otherwise left at its previous
level. In our implementation, the propensities of choice are given by the strategies’ discounted payoffs.

Specifically, for each strategy mt
j in M, j 2 f1, . . . ,Jg, let It

j denote an indicator value for the principal’s strategy in period t,
where It

j =1 if mt
j is chosen/played in period t and It

j =0 otherwise. Then, the discounted payoff of strategy j, at time t, Rtj is
defined as

Rj
t ¼ qRj

t�1þ Ij
tp

j
t ð12Þ

where q 2 ½0,1� is a time/memory discount parameter and pj
t is the average payoff of strategy j computed over T1

interactions. The initial payoff, R1
j of each strategy in the strategy space G is set to 0.

Strategies are selected to be played based on their propensities. Those with higher propensities have higher probability
of being selected. Namely, at the end of each period t, the principal selects strategy mj 2 M, j 2 f1, . . . ,Jg, to be played at t+1
with probability

Probj
tþ1 ¼

elRj
tPJ

k ¼ 1 elRk
t

: ð13Þ

Once a strategy is selected, it undergoes experimentation with probability m. In case that experimentation takes place,
instead of the initially selected strategy, e.g. ~m, the principal uses a randomly drawn strategy from the square centered on
~m with sides of length 2rm. The final chosen strategy is then implemented for T1 interactions as explained above.

3.2.2. Experience-weighted attraction learning

The second individual learning algorithm we evaluate, experience-weighted attraction learning (EWA), is a generalization
of the RL algorithm. Specifically, we follow Camerer and Ho (1999) to model EWA learning. The (fixed) strategy set, M of
size J=#S�#R is the same as that under RL, namely the complete strategy space G. That is, once again Mt=M=G for all
t—the principal’s strategy set does not change over time.

In EWA, a strategy that was actually used, denoted by ma
t � ðs

a
t ,f a

t Þ, receives an evaluation based on its actual
performance from (11), while all other strategies in M receive evaluation based on their foregone (hypothetical)
performance. The period-t foregone payoff, pj

t for any strategy mj 2 M, mjama
t is computed taking as given the optimal

agent’s effort response to mt
a, the strategy actually used at t

pj
t ¼ ð1�sj

tÞytðs
a
t Þþ f j

t ð14Þ
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where ytðs
a
t Þ is the average output generated under the actually played strategy. In the performance evaluation process

(see below) the foregone payoff is weighted by the discount parameter d 2 ð0,1Þ reflecting the fact that these strategies
were not actually used.

At the end of each period, the so-called ‘attractions’ (corresponding to the propensities of choice in the RL model) of all
strategies are updated. Specifically, in EWA there are two variables that are updated after each round of experience: Wt, the
number of ‘observation-equivalents’ of past experience (called the experience weight); and At

j, the attraction of strategy
mj 2 M (whether played or not) at the end of period t. Their initial values W0 and A0

j can be interpreted as prior game
experience and/or principal’s predictions.

The experience weight, Wt, is updated according to

Wt ¼ rWt�1þ1 ð15Þ

for any tZ1 and where r is a retrospective discount factor. The updated attraction of strategy mj at time t is given by

Aj
t ¼

fWt�1Aj
t�1þ½dþð1�dÞI

j
t�p

j
t

Wt
for all j¼ 1,: :,J ð16Þ

The parameter d determines the extent to which hypothetical evaluations are used in computing the attractions, At
j. If d¼ 0,

then no hypotheticals are used, just as in the RL model while if d¼ 1 hypothetical evaluations are weighted as much as
actual payoffs. The parameter f is another discount rate, which depreciates the previous attraction level similarly to the
parameter q in RL. If f¼ q, d¼ 0, r¼ 0, and W0=0 then the EWA model is exactly equivalent to the RL model. Finally, the
principal selects strategy mj 2 M to play at t+1 with probability

Probj
tþ1 ¼

elAj
tPN

k ¼ 1 elAk
t

ð17Þ

which is followed by experimentation in the same way as in the RL model.

3.2.3. Individual evolutionary learning

Our third individual learning algorithm, individual evolutionary learning (IEL), shares some common features with both
RL and EWA. First, like in RL and EWA, the choice of the principal’s strategy is probabilistic. Second, the selection
probabilities are based on the strategies’ hypothetical (foregone) payoffs like in EWA learning. However, there is an
important difference. In the IEL model, the set of active strategies is not the complete space G but instead is of smaller
dimension and endogenously changes over time in response to experience and, occasionally, to pure random events
(experimentation).

Specifically, at time t=1, a set of JZ2 strategies,18 M1 is randomly drawn from G. Over time, the principal always keeps
J active strategies. Suppose that at the beginning of period t, the principal’ collection of active strategies is Mt � G. One of
these strategies, ma

t 2 Mt is selected as the actual strategy to be played during t, i.e., it is implemented over T1 interactions
with the agent.

Similar to EWA learning, the payoffs of all other, inactive, strategies in the set Mt (but not those in the rest of the
strategy space, G\Mt) are updated as well. Their payoffs, averaged over the T1 interactions, are computed by taking as given
the optimal agent’s effort response to mt

a, strategy that was actually used at t. Denote this effort response by z�(mt
a)=st

a.
Then, the hypothetical payoff for any strategy mj

t 2 Mt , mj
tama

t in period t is

pj
t ¼ ð1�sj

tÞytðs
a
t Þþ f j

t ð18Þ

where ytðs
a
t Þ is the average output generated under strategy mt

a.
Once the hypothetical payoffs are computed, the updating of the principal’s collection of strategies takes place applying

replication and experimentation. The replication operator allows for potentially better paying alternatives to replace worse
ones. It is used to generate a collection of J replicates of the strategies in the strategy set Mt. As our baseline operator, we
use proportionate (‘roulette wheel’) replication. Specifically, each strategy mt

j, i 2 f1, . . . ,Jg in Mt has the following
probability of obtaining a replicate to appear in the next period’s strategy set

Probj
t ¼

elp
j
tPJ

j ¼ 1 elp
j
t

ð19Þ

where l is a parameter governing the relative fitness weights.
We also consider selective proportionate replication. Under selective replication, the replicate strategy replaces the

former strategy at location j in Mt only if the replicate yields a higher average hypothetical payoff. Formally, the payoff of
each replicate strategy mt + 1

j , j={1,y,N} is compared to the payoff of strategy, mt
j, j={1,y,N}—the j th member of the

strategy collection at t. The strategy that has a higher payoff between the two, becomes the member of Mt + 1 at t+1.
As a robustness check, we also implement another commonly used replication operator, tournament selection, in the

following way. For j=1,y,J, the location-j strategy in Mt + 1, mt +1
j is chosen by drawing (with replacement) two members of
18 Unlike in RL and EWA, J is typically chosen to be much smaller than the number of strategies in G. IEL also works with a continuous strategy space.
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Mt randomly with equal probability. Formally, if the two drawn strategies be mt
k and mt

l we have

mj
tþ1 ¼

mk
t

ml
t

( )
if

pðmk
t ÞZpðml

tÞ

pðmk
t Þopðml

tÞ

( )
: ð20Þ

After replication, experimentation takes place. That is, each strategy mt + 1
j is subjected to ‘mutation’ with probability m. If

experimentation takes place, the existing strategy, mt + 1
j is replaced by a new strategy from G drawn from a square

centered on mt + 1
j with sides of length 2rm. Note that the IEL experimentation is different from the experimentation in RL.

In RL, only the strategy actually selected for implementation could be experimented with. On the other hand, in IEL, each

strategy in Mt can be changed by experimentation with probability m.

3.2.4. Individual evolutionary learning with realized payoffs

We also propose a modified model of individual evolutionary learning that we decided to study in light of the
unsatisfactory convergence performance (see Section 5 for details) of the canonical IEL algorithm with foregone payoffs
described above. This modified model differs from the standard IEL in that only the payoffs of strategies that were actually
played are updated. In this respect, the modified algorithm is similar to reinforcement learning. We call this algorithm IEL

with realized payoffs (IELR). Apart from the elimination of hypothetical evaluations we keep all other features of the
standard IEL model—an endogenous, time varying strategy set Mt; using replication to change the frequency with which
different strategies are represented in it; and IEL experimentation. Overall, the proposed IELR model is a hybrid between RL
and the standard IEL model.

3.3. Social learning

The second major learning paradigm we study is social learning, or learning from others. In the social learning model,
learning operates on the level of population. Unlike with individual learning, there is a ‘large’ number of principals, N who
are given an opportunity to learn from each other over time. At each time t, each principal i, i 2 f1, . . . ,Ng, has only a single

strategy, i.e., J=1 and Mi
t ¼mi

t 2 G. The population strategy set at time t, Mt consists of the N individual strategies.19

There are N principal-agent pairs. For each principal, the learning process proceeds following the general form in
Section 3.1. Below we describe the specifics related to our implementation of social evolutionary learning (SEL) to represent
the idea of learning from others.

The first element of SEL algorithm is replication. The mechanics of the process are basically the same as those in IEL.
An important difference, however, is that in SEL replication operates on a population of strategies that belong to different
principals, as opposed to operating on the single principal’s strategy set. Hence, SEL replication can be interpreted as
imitation of relatively successful strategies played by others, as opposed to replicating one’s own strategies that have
performed well in the past. Replication is used to generate a population of N replicates of the strategies that were used in
the population at period t. We use proportionate (‘roulette wheel’) replication as our baseline operator. Specifically, any
strategy mt

i, i 2 f1,: :,Ng, in the current strategy set has the following probability of obtaining a replicate to appear in the
next period’s population strategy set

Probi
t ¼

elp
i
tPN

j ¼ 1 elp
i
t

ð21Þ

where l is a parameter governing the relative fitness weights. As in IEL, we also consider selective proportionate
replication and tournament selection.20

After the replication, experimentation takes place. Each replicate strategy mt +1
i is subjected to ‘mutation’ with

probability m. If mutation takes place, the existing strategy, mt + 1
i is replaced by a new strategy from G drawn randomly

from a square centered on mt + 1
i with sides of length 2rm.

SEL models the interaction of a population of principals who learn collectively through gathering information about the
behavior of others and through imitation of previously successful strategies. Strategies that yield above-average payoffs
tend to be used by more principals in the following period. The experimentation stage incorporates innovations by
principals, done either on purpose or by chance.

The SEL model shares a common feature with IELR in that only actually played strategies are used in the updating
process. However, in IELR the single principal learning on her own, by definition can only evaluate one strategy per period,
after which updating (replication and experimentation) takes place. In contrast, in SEL N strategies are simultaneously
played each period by the population and their performance is used in the updating process. Due to the difference in the
frequency of updating and information used, SEL is not equivalent to simply repeating IELR N times or, alternatively, to an
N-player version of IELR. This important distinction plays a significant role for the performance of these two models in
adapting to the optimal contract. We provide a detailed discussion in Section 6.
19 In our simulations, to compare between individual and social learning, we keep the number of strategies in the population set N under social

learning equal to the number of strategies in the single principal’s set J under individual learning.
20 The selection criterion expression is the same as in (20) with i in place of j.



Table 1
Benchmark parameter values.

Parameter Values used

Risk aversion, g 15 Linearly spaced points on [0.2, 3]

Output variance, s 7 Linearly spaced points on [0, 0.6]

Random seeds 70 Random integers on [1, 10,000]

Strategy space size, #G 5656

SEL population strategy set size, N 30

IEL(R) individual strategy set size, J 30

Run length, T0 2400

Output draws per period, T1 10

Experimentation rate, m 0.05

Experimentation decay factor, w 0.9998

Experimentation radius, rm 0.1

Weighting factor, l 1

Grid density, d 0.01

EWA parameters, d, r, j d¼ 0:2, r¼ 0:8, j¼ 0:8

RL discount parametera, q 1

a We also tried a discount factor q=0.9 but this value resulted in worse performance than the baseline.
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4. Computational implementation of the learning algorithms

In this section we describe the computational procedures we followed to initialize and implement the learning
algorithms in our principal-agent model. The next section contains simulation results obtained for a large set of
parametrizations and numerous robustness checks.21

To obtain representative results we perform 7350 different runs for each learning regime. These runs differ in the
parameter values for the risk aversion, g, the output variance, s from the principal-agent model, and the random generator
seed used to draw the initial pool of strategies. That is, each run corresponds to a unique combination of ðg,s,seedÞ.
The agent’s reservation utility is set to u ¼ 0.

The strategy space, G, from which strategies are chosen is composed of all (st,ft) pairs belonging to a two-dimensional
grid such that st belongs to a uniformly spaced grid on the interval [smin, smax]=[0,1] and ft belongs to a uniformly spaced
grid on the interval [fmin,fmax]=[�0.05,0.5]. The strategy space bounds were chosen to ensure that the optimal contract
(s�, f�) is always inside G for each possible g and s we use. The strategy space G is discretized in both dimensions with
distance, d, between any neighboring points.

In the SEL and IEL models, respectively N or J strategies are randomly chosen from G at t=1 and assigned initial fitness
(payoff) of zero. In contrast, under RL and EWA all possible strategies in G (5656 in total) are initially assigned zero fitness.
We chose the benchmark value for N or J to be simultaneously (i) small enough (about 0.5%) relative to the total number of
strategies in G to reflect the inherent difference between the evolutionary learning algorithms that can operate on a small
strategy set and RL and EWA that operate on the whole strategy space and (ii) sufficiently large to allow scope for the
evolutionary dynamics to play out in a meaningful way with sufficiently many (but not all) strategies to be replicated,
mutate, or drop out each round. We also perform robustness checks with respect to N and J in Section 5.3. Each run
continues for T0=2400 periods. At period T̂ ¼ 2000 the experimentation rate, m (constant until then) is let to decay
exponentially.22

The benchmark values for all parameters used in the computations are described in Table 1. In the next section we also
report results from numerous robustness and comparative statics runs varying the baseline parameters.

5. Results

5.1. Benchmark simulations

We begin by reporting the results from our benchmark individual and social learning runs. Specifically, we define and
examine a number of measures that reflect the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the learning dynamics. These
measures are:
�
 the frequency distribution over all simulations of the differences between simulated and optimal payoffs of all
strategies in the final period
21 The MATLAB codes for all simulations reported in this paper is available from the authors upon request.
22 We use the following formula: mt ¼ mt�10:998t�T̂ where t is the current simulation period.



Table 2
Algorithm performance—benchmarka,b.

Model Percent of last period strategies within x of the optimal

contract

Percent of last period payoffs within x% of the optimal

contract

x=0 x=0.05 x=0.1 x=0 x=5 x=10

Individual evolutionary learning, IEL 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Social evolutionary learning, SEL 1.65 18.59 41.51 1.65 37.43 67.81

Reinforcement learning, RL (d=0.01) 0.03 1.96 6.27 0.03 1.67 3.73

EWA learning (d=0.01) 0.00 0.79 3.99 0.00 0.52 1.17

a SR—selective replication.
b The EWA parameters used are: d¼ 0:2; r¼ 0:8; j¼ 0:8.
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�
 the frequency distribution over all simulations of the differences (in Euclidean distance) between simulated and
optimal strategies in the final period

�
 the time paths of the fraction of simulated strategies or payoffs within a given distance from the optimum. Each point

on these time paths equals the average fraction over all strategies and over the 7350 runs. Two distance criteria are
considered: 0 and 0.05 (0 and 5% for the payoffs).

�
 the strategy time paths generated by the different learning models for a sample run.

Table 2 characterizes the performance of the four baseline learning algorithms (RL, EWA, IEL, and SEL). The table shows
two alternative measures of performance, averaged over all 7350 runs: (i) the percentage of last period (t=2400) strategies
in the strategy set that are within 0 (i.e., achieve the optimal contract), 0.05 or 0.1 Euclidean distance from the optimal
contract and (ii) the percentage of last period (t=2400) strategy payoffs within 0%, 5% or 10% from the optimal contract
payoff.

Table 2 indicates that the benchmark individual learning algorithms are unable to adapt in the principal-agent
environment. The performance of RL and EWA improves negligibly when the performance criteria are relaxed, with RL
doing slightly better than EWA. All three individual learning algorithms show poor performance even under the most
relaxed performance criterion (0.1 or 10% from the optimum). Worth noting is the disastrous learning performance of the
standard IEL algorithm that has been shown previously to perform better than RL and EWA in other environments with
large strategy spaces (e.g., Arifovic and Ledyard, 2004).

While performing better than all individual learning models, it is evident from Table 2 that our SEL algorithm with
baseline replication also has a hard time learning the optimal contract. When the exact convergence to the optimum (0%)
criterion is used, only 1.65% of the last period strategies in the pool across all runs coincide with the optimal contract
(s�,f�). When we relax the performance criterion to include convergence within 0.1 Euclidean distance from the optimal
contract (or, alternatively, within 10% of the optimal payoff), the benchmark SEL algorithm shows better performance with
67.8% of all strategies in the final pool over all runs ending within 10% of the optimal payoff.

Figs. 1 and 2 complement Table 2 by visualizing the algorithms’ performance. Fig. 1 which displays the histograms of
the differences between simulated and optimal payoffs and strategies shows that only the SEL model can sometimes get
anywhere close to the optimal contract and payoff. Fig. 2 shows the time paths of the actually offered share, s, and fee, f

(averaged over the N strategies in SEL) for a given sample run under each learning regime. The figures illustrate clearly that
all the learning algorithms we study have serious difficulties with convergence to the optimal contract in our principal-
agent setting.

There are three main factors responsible for the poor performance of our baseline learning algorithms. First, and
common to all algorithms, is the fact that in our problem (and, generally, in any similar principal-agent problem), payoffs
are discontinuous at the participation constraint. Fig. 3 which is drawn for a sample parameter configuration illustrates
this point. All strategies above the participation constraint given by the parabola-shaped dashed line defined by
f ¼ s2ð1�gs2Þ=2 receive zero payoff since no contract materializes between the principal and the agent. The optimal
contract (s�,f�), denoted by a black diamond on the figure, lies on the participation constraint. Thus, small deviations away
from the optimal contract that enter the zero-payoff area above the participation constraint cause a large discontinuous
drop in payoff. This discontinuity affects the performance of all learning algorithms and can slow or even prevent
convergence. In addition, as evident from Fig. 3 where we also plot the iso-payoff lines for a typical case, the principal’s
payoffs decrease steeply moving away from the participation constraint while they stay quite high near the constraint even
for (s,f) pairs that are far away from the optimal strategy. Replication can thus result in increasing the number of instances
of strategies that have relatively high payoffs but are far away from the optimal contract, while even the smallest amount
of experimentation can take a strategy ‘off the cliff’, to the right, into an area of much lower payoffs, and to the left, into the
area of zero payoffs above the participation constraint.

A second, extremely important factor is directly responsible for the poor performance of the IEL and EWA algorithms. It
is these algorithms’ reliance on hypothetical (foregone) payoff evaluation. Specifically, strategies in the principal’s strategy
set that have not yet been played receive payoff updates together with the actual contract offered to the agent. The
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Fig. 1. Differences between simulated and optimal payoffs (first column) and strategies (second column).
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problem with this is that the hypothetical payoffs are computed as the foregone profits that the principal would have
obtained if they had played some alternative strategy (sa,fa)—see (18). However, the actual observed output realization, y,
that is used in this calculation reflects the effort that is an optimal response to the contract that was actually played, not
the hypothetical contract that was not played. This is key to understanding the failure of the EWA and IEL algorithms in our
setting. The reason is that, if in fact the agent were offered a different s, she will change her behavior, and expected output
will not be the observed y anymore. That is, all assigned hypothetical payoffs are incorrect, except by chance. This dooms
any algorithm using foregone payoffs to update the strategies’ fitnesses. Note that this is a general point that would apply
to any economic model in which the underlying game is sequential (e.g., Stackelberg) i.e., in which one party moves first
and then the other party reacts. In contrast, in simultaneous (Nash) games, evaluating and using hypothetical payoffs as in
the IEL algorithm is not subject to this problem since the equilibrium is defined by finding the best response given (holding
fixed) the other party’s choice.

The problem with using hypothetical payoffs in learning sequential game equilibria is further illustrated in the
following example in the context of IEL. Suppose, for simplicity, s2 ¼ 0 and that the principal offers the contract (st,ft) with
st 40 and ft 40. The principal then receives the signal yt ¼ st 40. Among all strategies in her current set, Mt the one that
makes principal’s profits, pt , largest while still satisfying the participation constraint is assigned the highest payoff. Let us
look closer at what this strategy would look like. At s2 ¼ 0 the participation constraint is simply ft rs2

t =2, so we have
pt rytð1�stÞþs2

t =2. The IEL hypothetical payoff evaluation scheme assumes (incorrectly) that the agent’s behavior (i.e., zt

and therefore yt) stays the same. Thus, pt is a quadratic function in s with maximum achieved at a corner solution, s=0 or
s=1. In particular, if yt 41=2, the strategy in Mt that is ‘closest’ to (0, 0) receives the highest payoff, while if yt o1=2, the
strategy in the pool closest to (1, 0.5) achieves the highest payoff. Suppose the former situation has occurred. Then, after
replication, the pool at t+1 will be biased towards contracts close to the point (0, 0) in G. If stþ1o1=2, (and so ytþ1o1=2)
which is likely given the time-t replication, then at t+1 the strategies closer to (1, 0.5) are now favored.23 This process
cycles over time and which corner strategy survives the replication and experimentation is up to chance. Clearly,
convergence to the optimum under these conditions can occur only under very special circumstances.
23 For simplicity, this discussion assumes that the principal is able to learn the participation constraint.
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Table 3
Algorithm performance—modified.

Model Percent of last period strategies within x of the

optimal contract

Percent of last period payoffs within x% of the

optimal contract

x=0 x=0.05 x=0.1 x=0 x=5 x=10

Selective replication

Modified IEL (SR, hypothetical payoffs) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Modified SEL (SR) 73.50 92.15 99.70 73.50 99.74 100.00

IEL with realized payoffs, IELR

Using baseline replication 1.20 14.22 33.18 1.20 30.61 59.36

Using selective replication 32.03 62.19 82.12 32.03 80.96 91.80
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The third major factor explaining our benchmark results and common to all learning models, is that our setting features
learning in a stochastic environment. It is well-known from experiments with different learning models24 that
convergence to equilibria in stochastic settings is often difficult and might depend on the parameters of both the learning
algorithm and the underlying economic model. The main reason is that these algorithms require that the assessment of
strategy payoffs (which drives the selection and reinforcement process) be quite accurate. In our benchmark runs, the
principal observes T1=10 output draws on which a strategy’s payoff is based. In the robustness Section 5.3 below we show
that increasing this ‘evaluation window’ helps improve convergence to the optimum, confirming this intuition.

One last factor applies specifically to the RL and EWA models in which all the points on the strategy grid G belong to the
principal’s strategy set. In our benchmark simulations this number of points is quite large (over 5000) which contributes
additionally to the poor performance of these two algorithms. A decrease in the grid density improves their performance
somewhat (see Section 5.3).

5.2. Simulations with modified evolutionary algorithms

We try to reduce the potentially negative effects of simple roulette wheel (baseline) replication on the performance of
IEL and SEL by replacing it with selective replication (described in Section 3.) Variants of this type of selection are standard
in the applications of social evolutionary learning. The basic idea is that a new strategy, selected via proportionate
replication, replaces the existing strategy only if it has a higher payoff.

We also modify the benchmark IEL algorithm to deal with the hypothetical payoffs evaluation problem. Specifically,
within IEL we adopt a method for evaluating strategy payoffs that is similar to RL, i.e., only strategies that were actually
selected for play have their payoffs evaluated25—the individual evolutionary learning with realized payoffs (IELR) model
from Section 3. With the IELR version of the algorithm, our objective is to examine whether good features of the
evolutionary updating process, which have proven useful in handling large strategy spaces, combined with realized rather
than hypothetical payoffs evaluation, facilitate individual evolutionary learning in the principal-agent environment.

The performance of the modified social and individual evolutionary learning algorithms is displayed in Table 3.
Selective replication alone does not change the IEL’s poor performance. It however, improves dramatically the performance
of the SEL model—now 73.5% (vs. only 1.6% in the benchmark) of all 7350 simulations converge exactly to the optimal
contract and virtually 100% of them come to within 5% of the maximum possible profit, compared to only 37% with the
baseline replication operator. We further illustrate this improvement in performance in Fig. 4 which displays the
histograms of the differences between simulated and optimal payoffs and strategies for the modified algorithms. Note
the much larger fraction of differences close to zero compared with Fig. 1. Similar improvement is seen in the time paths of
fractions of strategies equal to or within 5% of the optima shown on Fig. 5. Note that the percentage of strategies coinciding
with the optimum in the modified SEL (the top panels) increases fast over time with about 90% of them getting within 5% of
the optimal profit by as early as period 300.

Next, we study the performance of the IELR algorithm. Table 3 and Figs. 4 and 5 report a significant improvement in
performance under both baseline and selective replication relative to the baseline IEL model with hypothetical payoffs. We
see large gains in performance resulting from both modifications (using realized payoffs, and using selective replication,
conditional on using realized payoffs). Ultimately, however, the IELR’s performance remains worse than that of the SEL
algorithm with the same replication method. Specifically, IELR has 30% and 59% of its time-T pool strategies within
respectively 5% and 10% of the optimal profits compared to 0% under hypothetical payoffs. These numbers rise to 81% and
24 For example, Lettau (1997) shows how agents who learn via genetic algorithms, in a social learning setting, hold too much risk as compared to the

optimal portfolio of rational investors. Lettau and Uhlig (1999) demonstrate a ‘good state’ bias in decision rules updated with an algorithm that combines

elements of reinforcement learning and replicator dynamics.
25 Note that the same modification applied to EWA would reduce it to a version of the RL algorithm whose performance has already been evaluated

so we refrain from this.
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Fig. 4. Differences between simulated and optimal payoffs and strategies, last period.
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92% when selective replication is also applied. These results are further illustrated on Fig. 6 where we display the strategy
time paths for a sample run.26

Looking at Fig. 5, we see a jump in convergence around period 2000 where the experimentation rate starts decaying.
This happens because any diversity in the strategy pool disappears since experimentation is no longer possible. The ‘jump’
is much larger in IEL as new mutants there (entering with a payoff of zero) can survive quite long in the strategy set
without being played and hence without being updated. Once the experimentation rate decays to zero these strategies
disappear from the strategy pool and thus the fraction of strategies in the pool equal or within some distance of the
optimum increases.

Overall, as in the benchmark results, we find that principals using the social learning algorithm (especially when
allowing for the more sophisticated selective replication operator) are better able to learn the optimal contract
in our environment than individual learners. Individual evolutionary learning with realized payoff evaluation
shows promise but still performs much worse than social evolutionary learning. A candidate reason for
this under-performance seems that in SEL all N strategies in the population strategy set are evaluated each
period based on their actual payoffs. In contrast, by definition, the single principal in IELR updates only one
strategy at a time (the actual contract offered) which seems to put the individual learning algorithm at disadvantage as
less strategies are evaluated per fixed number of periods. We come back to analyze this issue more formally in the
discussion Section 6 showing that SEL still performs better than IELR after controlling for the total number of evaluated
strategies.
26 The same run (i.e. same g, s and seed) was used for all the learning models.
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5.3. Robustness

In this section we report results from numerous additional simulations which we ran to investigate the robustness of
the performance of the learning algorithms to various changes in the parameters. Specifically, we study the effect of
increasing the strategy pool size, N; increasing the number of evaluation runs, T1; varying the payoff weighting parameter,
l; varying the experimentation rate, m; varying the scope of the experimentation governed by rm; using tournament
selection in the replication process; and varying the timing of experimentation decay.27 All robustness runs were
performed for the same set of 7350 parametrizations as in the baseline. The results are displayed in Table 4. Most of the
robustness runs we did apply to the individual learning algorithm since SEL performs very well already in the benchmark
once selective replication is allowed. Our main findings are as follows:

1. Varying the strategy set size, N or J: We find that increasing the strategy set size, N to 100 (from 30 in the benchmark)
improves convergence in the modified SEL algorithm—the percentage of strategies coinciding with the optimum rises from
73.5 to 89.7. The intuition is that, with more principals in the population learning occurs faster as more strategies can be
evaluated each period. The results for IEL with realized payoffs are quite different, however. Both increasing the number of
strategies, J to 100 and decreasing it to 10 generate slight drop-off in performance from the J=30 benchmark. The fraction
of strategies over all runs achieving the optimum goes down from 32% to 27–28%. The reason for this difference between
IEL and SEL is that, when using realized payoffs only, the change in J does not affect the actual number of strategy payoffs
that are updated each period. On the one hand, a lower J can be potentially beneficial for the IELR principal since a smaller
number of strategies in Mt will have zero payoffs but on the other hand, it has the disadvantage of not allowing enough
diversity in the strategy set which is especially important in the early stages of the learning process. In general, the results
suggest that there is some optimal pool size that maximizes the algorithm’s performance.
27 Due to space constraints, we omit reporting a large number of additional robustness checks that we performed. The results are available upon

request.
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Fig. 6. Strategies’ time paths for a sample run.

Table 4
Algorithm performance—robustness checks.a,b

Model Percent of last period strategies within x of the

optimal contract

Percent of last period payoffs within x% of the

optimal contract

x=0 x=0.05 x=0.1 x=0 x=5 x=10

Individual (SR, N=100) 27.66 57.84 78.40 27.66 74.94 84.80

Individual (SR, N=10) 26.88 56.97 78.69 26.88 77.63 89.06

Individual (SR, T1=100) 51.77 78.72 94.95 51.77 94.91 98.97

Individual (SR, N=10, T1=100) 42.22 71.77 91.44 42.22 92.48 98.34

Individual (SR, experimentation rate=0.02) 32.61 63.14 83.94 32.61 82.56 92.44

Individual (SR, perturbation radius decay) 37.26 67.28 88.18 37.26 85.17 94.50

Individual (SR, early experimentation decay) 18.94 44.93 67.54 18.94 77.99 90.95

Individual (tournament selection) 2.59 13.03 26.52 2.59 41.76 62.07

Individual (SR, l¼ 3) 27.09 59.96 81.48 27.09 78.92 88.97

Social (SR, N=100) 89.70 98.94 100.00 89.70 100.00 100.00

Social (SR, T1=100) 88.75 98.71 100.00 88.75 100.00 100.00

Social (SR, early experimentation decay) 48.57 64.04 84.60 48.57 97.54 99.77

Social (tournament selection) 68.90 90.12 99.13 68.90 99.25 99.99

a SR—selective replication.
b All individual runs use realized payoffs only (IELR).
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2. Varying the number of within-period output evaluations, T1: Table 4 shows that increasing the number of output
realizations, T1, that the principal observes and uses to compute her payoff from 10 to 100 improves the performance of
both the IEL and SEL algorithms. In the IELR case the percentage of strategies achieving the optimal contract rises from 32%
to 51.8%, while in the SEL case the corresponding increase is a bit less significant (from 73.5% to 88.8%). Note that the IELR
with T1=100 comes within 10% of the optimal payoff in 99% of all simulations. Similarly, increasing T1 to 100, improves the
performance of IELR with J=10 compared to the run with J=10, and T1=10. An increase in the length of the evaluation
window, T1 to 100 combined with a decrease in the number of strategies, J to 10 in IELR results in better performance than
the baseline IELR with selective replication but worse performance than increasing T1 alone.

3. Varying the experimentation parameters, m, rm, and the decay timing, T̂ : In this robustness run we explore the sensitivity
of the modified IEL algorithm to variations in the parameters governing the experimentation operator. Decreasing the
experimentation rate, m from 5% to 2%, motivated by the idea that this will decrease the number of new mutant strategies
with zero payoffs in the strategy pool, causes insignificant change in the performance of the algorithm. We also
experimented with reducing the value of the experimentation range parameter, rm. The motivation behind this exercise is
that after an initial adjustment, the IELR algorithm leads to a strategy set settled in the area around the optimal contract. At
this point, shrinking the strategy space region within which experimentation occurs can be beneficial for convergence.
Indeed, we find an increase of performance of about 5 percentage points for the runs converging to the optimal payoff, but
a smaller increase (about 1%) for the simulations reaching within 5% of the optimal payoff. We also studied the effect of
moving forward the time period when experimentation starts decaying from T̂ ¼ 2000 (in the benchmark case) to T̂ ¼ 500.
The effect is a reduction in performance of about 25–30% relative to the benchmark values from Table 3 as the principal has
less time to experiment when trying to learn the optimal contract.

4. Tournament selection: We also check the robustness of our findings to using tournament vs. proportionate selection,
as our replication operator. As Table 4 shows, replacing selective replication with tournament selection in the SEL model
achieves very similar results in terms of performance—over all of the runs—69% of the strategies in the final pool coincide
with the optimum under tournament selection while the corresponding number is 73.5% under selective replication. The
results for the fractions of simulated payoffs within 5% and 10% of the maximum are even closer with still over 99% of all
strategies achieving payoffs within 5% of the optimum. However, note that tournament selection significantly outperforms
the baseline replication (see Table 2).

We also look at the effect of tournament selection on the IELR model. As in the SEL case, tournament selection achieves
better performance than the baseline roulette wheel replication but, unlike in the SEL case, it performs much worse than
our selective replication operator (e.g., the fraction of runs converging to the optimal contract falls from 32% to 2.6%). The
reason for superior performance of selective replication is that new mutants and unplayed strategies have zero payoffs.
Such strategies are replicated less frequently with selective replication than with tournament selection. This results in
more successful adaptation with selective replication.

5. The fitness weights, l: We also experimented with increasing the parameter l which governs the curvature in the
mapping between the average profits and the strategy fitness. The results from increasing l from 1 to 3 show a slight
deterioration in performance (the average percentage over all runs of last period strategies coinciding with the optimum
declines from 32% to 27%). Using the biased roulette wheel replication from (19), a higher l implies a higher probability of
choosing a strategy with a high payoff. This may be beneficial later on when (or, if) we are close to the optimum but may
lead to the strategies in the pool being ‘stuck’ far away from the optimum in the early stages of the learning process. The
combination of these two effects accounts for the observed outcome.28
5.4. Convergence analysis

We report the results of our convergence analysis of the best performing social and individual learning models, SEL and
IELR with selective replication in Table 5. We define the following criterion for convergence: we record the time period
when the algorithm first ‘hits’ the optimum, i.e. the first time when the optimal strategy is played. Then, we continue the
simulation for the next 200 periods and report the frequencies on how often 90% of the strategies in the pool are within a
given distance of the optimum (0, 0.05 or 0.1).

SEL performs well according to this convergence criterion. Once the learning dynamics take the strategy set close to the
optimum, it remains there forever (e.g. see the sample runs in Fig. 6). In contrast, the IELR model does not exhibit similar
behavior prior to a sufficient decrease in the experimentation rate (i.e., such ‘settling down’ of the strategy pool occurs only
after period 2000). In the IELR simulations we often have instances where the optimal strategy shows up in the strategy
pool at some period only to be wiped out shortly after by experimentation or to be replaced with another strategy with a
‘lucky’ output draw (this is especially likely when T1 is small). An example of this is presented in Fig. 7 where we show the
fractions of strategies within a given Euclidean distance (0, 0.05, or 0.1) from the optimal contract for a sample IELR run.
Observe that in the panel that shows the fraction of strategies equal to the optimal (that is, the fraction of the J strategies
28 We also tested increasing the grid spacing parameter, d from 0.01 to 0.1 for RL and EWA. This makes the strategy space G coarser and thus reduces

the strategy set size, J for these models. The coarser grid helps the RL and EWA algorithms achieve slightly better performance but they remain far from

being successful in adapting to the optimal contract.
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Fig. 7. Sample run for IEL with realized payoffs.

Table 5
Convergence analysis.a,b

Model Percent of simulations within x of optimum (90%, 90%)c Average time to first convergence within x of optimum (90%, 90%)

x=0 x=0.05 x=0.1 x=0 x=0.05 x=0.1

Individual (SR, realized payoffs)

Strategies 20.59 48.29 78.53 2178.50 2170.20 2137.90

Payoffs 20.59 66.15 84.57 2178.40 2165.30 2149.20

Social (SR)

Strategies 73.82 94.39 99.99 733.21 525.72 108.27

Payoffs 73.84 99.74 100.00 733.08 345.95 102.77

a SR—selective replication.
b Maximum number of runs=2400.
c (90%, 90%) means 90% of runs were within x of the optimum for 90% of a 200 consecutive periods window the payoff numbers for x are in fractions of

optimal payoff.
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equal to s�, f�) there is a substantial fraction (around 40%) of strategies that are equal to the optimal one between periods
300 and 400. Later on, between periods 1200 and 1400, again a substantial fraction of the current strategies in the strategy
set (around 30%) coincide with the optimal strategy. However, in both cases, shortly afterwards these strategies disappear
from the pool and the fraction of optimal strategies in Mt remains equal to zero until the end of the simulation.

The above reasoning explains the findings reported in Table 5 and suggests that the modified SEL algorithm converges,
in the sense defined above, much faster than the IELR algorithm. For example, if we use our ‘exactly equal to the optimum’
criterion, SEL is three times faster, and up to 20 times faster according to the ‘within 10% of the optimal payoff’ criterion.
The percentage of IELR simulations converging exactly to the optimum measured by our ‘90% of strategies, 90% of time’
criterion is only 21% compared to 74% in the SEL case.

We also analyze the IELR and SEL convergence rates as a function of the structural parameters g and s in the underlying
economic model. This is shown in Fig. 8. The figure depicts the fraction (out of the 70 random seed runs for any fixed
parameter pair) of non-convergent simulations (according to our criterion above) for the different values of the risk
aversion parameter, g and the variance of output, s that we use. Higher output variance, s2 clearly hampers convergence.
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Fig. 8. Fraction of non-converging simulations in terms of strategies and payoffs, social learning and IEL with realized payoffs.
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The intuition is that for a fixed number of output observations (T1) the principal has a harder time assigning a theoretically
correct payoff to a strategy that was played, and thus ‘lucky’ sub-optimal strategies can outperform the optimal one in case
the latter obtains a bad sequence of output draws. The role of risk aversion, g, on convergence is not so unambiguous but
there is some evidence in the figures that higher risk aversion g makes the convergence in payoffs relatively harder.

6. Discussion on non-convergence

In this section we discuss in more detail the reasons for the non-convergence of the individual evolutionary learning
algorithm in a large fraction of runs for both the benchmark and the modified algorithms. At first glance our finding that
the standard IEL model with foregone payoffs virtually never converges to the optimal strategy seems surprising as this
algorithm has been previously shown to converge fast in numerous environments (e.g., Arifovic and Ledyard, 2004, 2007).
In these environments, hypothetical payoff evaluations are actually very helpful in achieving fast convergence. Foregone
payoffs play a useful role in the algorithm’s ability to dismiss strategies that perform poorly. Foregone payoffs also help in
quickly evaluating strategies that are brought in via experimentation—only strategies that are promising in terms of
foregone payoffs are kept and replicated.

However, our principal-agent problem is different and, to some extent more complex than the environments in which
IEL has been previously used. As we already pointed out, the main problem with IEL’s adaptation comes from the
sequential nature of our theoretical setting. According to the algorithm, in order to evaluate a foregone payoff of a strategy
that was not actually used, the principal assumes that the agent’s action would remain constant for any other strategy
played. This is correct in a simultaneous-game (Nash) setting where each player is playing against a fixed
strategy distribution. However, in our model—and in any similar principal-agent or sequential-play model for that
matter—different principal’s strategies in fact result in different optimal actions by the agent. Under IEL, the whole
collection of strategies (actually played or hypothetical) is evaluated holding the agent’s action constant. Clearly, principals
who use such learning algorithm and thus ignore the direct incentive effects of their actions would not be able to learn the
optimal contract.
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Fig. 9. Evolution of a typical run, social learning.
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Even with the modifications of selective replication and realized payoffs evaluation we found that the IEL algorithm still
experiences difficulties in learning the optimal contract in comparison to SEL. We discuss the possible reasons next. To
begin with, remember that the randomly generated strategies that comprise the initial period strategy set are assigned
zero payoffs.29 In addition, any new strategy generated during the simulation via experimentation is also assigned zero
payoff. Strategies that violate the participation constraint are also assigned zero payoffs. Those strategies that satisfy the
participation constraint can receive positive payoffs only once they have been played. However, strategies with zero
payoffs will always have a positive probability of being replicated, and unless they are replaced by a strategy with a
positive payoff, they may remain idle in the principal’s strategy set for a long time.

Our direct visual observations of the learning process for many sample runs indicate that it takes a fairly long time for
the IELR algorithm to eliminate most of the strategies that do not satisfy the participation constraint. When most of the
strategies are on the ‘correct’ side of the constraint, the algorithm displays improvement in performance in terms of
strategy payoffs and closeness to the optimal contract. This is displayed in Figs. 9 and 10 which illustrate and compare the
evolution of the strategy set, Mt, for the best performing individual and social learning models, namely SEL with selective
replication (Fig. 9) and IELR with selective replication (Fig. 10). The figures plot in strategy (s,f) space the current strategies
in the set (the circles) at various time periods and the participation constraint, for the same sample run. The diamond
denotes the currently played strategy for IELR, and the star denotes the optimal contract. We see that the better
performance of the social learning model is due to the fact that it weeds out strategies that violate the participation
constraint quite fast and then converges quickly and stays close to the optimum. In contrast, IELR exhibits ‘cycles’, i.e., the
29 The fact that the payoff is zero is not important per se. What is important is that all these strategies have the same payoff.
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Fig. 10. Evolution of a typical run, IEL with realized payoffs.
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strategies get close to the optimum but then the set spreads out again. It is only once experimentation decays sufficiently
that IELR converges to the currently best strategy in Mt which, however, is not necessarily the optimal one.

The main problem with IELR and the reason for the behavior exhibited in Fig. 10 is that, even if the optimal strategy
appears in the pool at some t, it can, at any later point in time, disappear from it. This decreases the probability that the
algorithm converges to the optimal contract in any fixed number of periods. To see this more clearly, suppose that the
optimal strategy were present in the principal’s strategy set at some period. One way through which it can be replaced by
some different strategy is via experimentation. A second possibility is for it to be replaced by some suboptimal strategy.
The latter can happen in two ways: (1) because a suboptimal strategy was actually played and received higher payoff than
the optimal strategy that was never played (note this cannot happen in SEL as all strategies in Mt are played before
updating); or (2) because a suboptimal strategy was ‘lucky’ and got a series of favorable output draws which resulted in a
payoff higher than the payoff that the optimal strategy earned the last time it was played (this is less likely to happen in
SEL where multiple copies of the optimal strategy would be present in Mt). In both cases, if the number of other replicates
of the optimal strategy in the collection is small or zero (much more likely for IELR than in SEL), this can be detrimental.
The chance of bringing the optimal strategy back into the strategy pool, especially towards the end of a simulation run
when we are either decreasing the radius of the experimentation, rm (or its rate, m) is clearly diminishing to zero.

Relatedly, given that under IELR not all strategies in the pool are evaluated each period (only a single one is), previously
‘lucky’ strategies (those that have obtained high payoffs because of good output draws) can persist in the pool while better
strategies in terms of theoretically expected payoffs could be replaced. As the simulation is moving closer to the optimal
contract in (s,f) space, because of experimentation, there might still be a number of points in the strategy pool outside of
the participation constraint, but close to the optimal and near-optimal strategies in the strategy space. This also
contributes to IELR’s slow convergence or even lack of convergence to the optimum.
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The above discussion and evidence suggests that SEL focuses faster on a smaller number of strategies than the IELR. This
point is further illustrated on Fig. 11 in which we report the frequency distribution of all strategies that were ‘active’
(played) during a given simulation. For each strategy in G we plot the number of times this strategy was ‘active’ divided by
the total number of strategy evaluations that took place over the course of the simulation. Comparing the IELR vs. SEL
panels, we see that the SEL simulation results in higher frequencies of fewer strategies that are concentrated around the
participation constraint and around the optimal strategy. At the same time, the IELR simulation generates a much more
spread-out distribution in which a larger number of dispersed strategies including many on the ‘wrong’ side of the
participation constraint were played.

Does the SEL algorithm perform better because N strategies (although not necessarily all different) are evaluated per
period while only a single strategy is evaluated in IELR each period? To put IELR on a more equal footing with SEL in terms
of the total number of evaluated strategies, in Fig. 12 we compare the make-up of the strategy sets at time periods for
which the number of strategy evaluations in IELR roughly equals that in SEL.30 More specifically, we run IELR for 30 (=N)
times as many periods as SEL (15,000 vs. 500)—for example, the top row of panels on Fig. 12 compares the strategy pool at
t=200 for SEL with t=6000 for IELR. Clearly, even with the same number of evaluations, the IELR strategy set remains much
more dispersed. Looking at the fraction of converging strategy under IELR over time, we see that after some initial progress,
these fractions stabilize around 0.1 for strategies equal to the optimum and around 0.25 for strategies within 0.05 away
from the optimum and stay at these levels until the end of a simulation.
30 In fact, since the strategy pool under SEL typically contains several replicates of the same strategy, this exercise gives an advantage to IELR in terms

of total number of strategy evaluations.
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These results reveal that, since SEL is different from simply ‘repeating’ IELR N times or alternatively, an N-player version
of IELR, the under-performance of individual learning in our setting is not simply due to the number of strategy evaluations
performed. What causes the difference in performance then? Remember, IELR updates (via replication and experimenta-
tion) each time a strategy is played, while SEL updates once all N strategies in Mt are played. Thus SEL uses more
information to update the strategy set and experimentation occurs less often. In IELR, as shown above, zero-payoff
strategies stay in the pool long since because of their low fitnesses they are unlikely to get played. In contrast, in SEL such
strategies are played with certainty and weeded out quickly. One way to make IELR perform like SEL would be to ‘force’ the
principal to postpone replication and experimentation and instead play all his J (=N) current strategies before updating.
However, there is no reason for this to be optimal in general. Moreover, this major difference in SEL vs. IELR is not just a
modeling assumption. Instead it is inherent to what these learning algorithms stand for—in SEL one, and everyone, learns
from one’s own and other people’s experiences while in IELR one learns from own experience only. The physical time to
updating is the same (every time period), however in IELR one (being alone) is able to play just a single strategy in this
time, while in SEL N strategies are played.

7. Conclusions

We introduce learning in a principal-agent model and examine whether and what type of learning processes converge
to the theoretically optimal agency contract. Solving for the optimal contract in such models is often computationally
difficult and may require a fair amount of knowledge about the environment by the principal. The learning models that we
analyze are social evolutionary learning (SEL) and three different models of individual learning: reinforcement learning
(RL), experience weighted attraction learning (EWA), and individual evolutionary learning (IEL). In addition, we introduce
and evaluate a modified version of IEL that we call individual evolutionary learning with realized payoffs (IELR).

Our results show that learning in the principal-agent environment is very difficult. This is due to three main reasons: (1)
the stochastic environment, (2) the discontinuity in payoffs in a neighborhood of the optimal contract due to the
participation constraint and (3) incorrect evaluation of foregone payoffs in the sequential game principal-agent setting. The
first two factors apply to all learning algorithms we study, while the third one is the main reason for the failure of the EWA
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and IEL models in our setting. In terms of performance, we show that SEL (especially with selective replication) is the most
successful in achieving convergence to the optimal contract. In contrast, the canonical versions of the individual learning
algorithms (IEL, RL and EWA) fail to achieve convergence.

To overcome the difficulties with convergence to the optimal contract for the individual learning algorithm and remedy
the problem of incorrect evaluation of foregone payoffs, we modified the IEL algorithm so that only the payoffs of strategies
that are actually tried out are updated. This updating rule is similar to that used in reinforcement learning. However, we
keep all other essential elements of the IEL updating, namely its replication and experimentation operators that enable IEL
to handle environments with large strategy space much better than RL. The resulting hybrid algorithm (which we call IEL
with realized payoffs, IELR) is much more successful than all other individual learning models we studied. The
implementation of selective replication improves its performance further. Nevertheless, our main conclusion, based on
numerous robustness checks and parametrizations, is that, in both the canonical algorithms and their modified versions,
principals who are learning from each other can achieve much better results than principals who only learn on their own.
Our results thus echo the famous quote from Marshalls (1920) Principles of Economics: ‘‘If one man starts new idea, it is
taken up by others and combined with suggestions of their own; and thus becomes the source of new ideas’’.

More generally, our findings suggest that the relatively simple learning rules we evaluate in this paper, despite having
proved successful in many normal form game settings (largely based on Nash play) or various macroeconomic settings,
may not be well-suited for the sequential strategic problems of structuring incentives that arise in the principal-agent
models. Our results suggest that these environments might require much more sophisticated principals in terms of the
knowledge about the environment they operate in, for example, about the nature of the participation and incentive
constraints, the nature of the stochastic process that the technology is subject to and degree to which agents’ are risk
averse. Correct implementation of this knowledge would also require greater computational ability than what our
boundedly rational agents are endowed with.31

We chose a one-sided learning framework for its tractability and to isolate better the relative performance of the
various learning algorithms. Naturally, ours is thus a partial characterization of real-world principal-agent environments
where both sides can continuously and simultaneously learn from each other. While fully modeling this remains outside
the scope of this paper, we argue that allowing for double-sided learning in our setting is likely to make the performance of
the algorithms worse. Indeed, due to the one-shot structure of our principal-agent game with the agent playing last, there
is no strategic advantage to the agent of being fully rational–she cannot ‘manipulate’ to her benefit the principal’s choice of
(s,f) and make the principal deviate from the optimal contract. Thus, modeling the agent as fully rational does not make
learning harder for the principal. On the contrary, if the agents were also boundedly rational and learning about how much
effort to supply, then for example choosing the incorrect effort level may lead the principal to pick ‘wrong’ contracts which
is likely to slow the learning process for both parties. Finally, making the agents learn about their optimal effort, z would
not make the problem of incorrect evaluation of hypothetical payoffs disappear. Remember, the nature of that problem lies
in the principal’s taking the agent’s reaction to any other contract offered as fixed. We know that a fully rational agent
varies his effort one-to-one with the share s and there is no reason that a learning agent would not vary his effort with
different offered contracts as well. As long as the latter is the case, EWA or IEL would fail also with two-sided learning.

How could we test our results empirically? As a first step, we plan to use experiments with human subjects. We are
developing an experimental design for two types of environments. In the first environment, subjects (who play the role of
the principals in the model) will learn from their own experience only. In the second environment, subjects will be given a
chance to interact with other subjects and exchange ideas of what the best strategies are. Given sufficient experimental or
other data, we can formally test and distinguish statistically between the social and individual learning models.32 IEL
agents learn from their own experience and therefore only the time they have spent on the task (plus maybe an
idiosyncratic shock or fixed effect) should affect how well they perform. In contrast, SEL agents learn from others, in
addition to what they can achieve on their own. Thus how many other agents one is in contact with (e.g. data on social
networks, friends, neighbors, etc.) should affect their performance, in addition to their own experience. That is, both the
strength of the relationships an agent has with others and their number should influence her outcome under SEL but not
under IEL.

In future work we plan to apply the basic framework and methodology laid down here to other principal-agent settings.
We have already studied an application to an adverse selection environment (Arifovic and Karaivanov, 2010) and intend to
develop an application to a dynamic model of asymmetric information (e.g. as in the optimal taxation or optimal insurance
literatures).
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Appendix A. More on complexity of the optimal contract

In our setting the principal’s problem is (having used the first-order approach to replace the original ICC with its first-
order condition, ICC

0

):

max
cðyÞ

Z
ðy�cðyÞÞf ðyjzÞdy

s:t:

Z
mðcðyÞÞkðzÞf ðyjzÞdyZu ðPCÞ

Z
mðcðyÞÞ½k0ðzÞf ðyjzÞþkðzÞfzðyjzÞ�dy¼ 0 ðICC’ Þ

where c(y) is general contract, uðc,zÞ ¼�e�gðc�ð1=2Þz2Þ �mðcÞkðzÞ where mðcÞ ��e�gc (CARA consumption utility) and
kðzÞ ¼ eð1=2Þgz2

, and f ðyjzÞ the output pdf given effort z given by the pdf of the Normal distribution.
With multipliers l and m on (PC) and (ICC

0

) respectively, we obtain that for any y, c(y) must solve:

�f ðyjzÞþlm0ðcðyÞÞkðzÞf ðyjzÞþmm0ðcðyÞÞ½k0ðzÞf ðyjzÞþkðzÞfzðyjzÞ� ¼ 0

which, dividing by m0ðcÞf ðyjzÞ and re-arranging can be re-written (similarly to Holmstrom, 1979 but with our non-
additively separable utility) as

1

m0ðcðyÞÞ
¼ lkðzÞþm k0ðzÞþkðzÞ

fz

f

� �
,

Using the properties of the Normal distribution function, we have fz=f ¼ ðy�zÞ=s2. Also, given our cost function form,
k0ðzÞ ¼ gzkðzÞ and so the optimal contract solves

egcðyÞ

g
¼ e

1
2gz2

lþmgzþm y�z

s2

h i
or

cðyÞ ¼
1

g
lngþ 1

2
gz2þ ln lþmgzþm y�z

s2

h i� �
ð22Þ

In the above expression, to solve for c(y) explicitly z must be expressed as a function of y from (ICC
0

), m can be solved as
function of y from the adjoint equation (a second-order differential equation in z , see Holmstrom, 1979, p. 78), while l is a
constant determined by u.

It should be clear from the complexity of (22) that the optimal contract c(y) is generally non-linear and cannot be
parametrized in a simple way to fit into our adaptive learning framework. The strategy space would remain tractable if the
optimal contract can be parametrized by relatively few parameters (footnote in Section 3.1 and surrounding discussion).
For example, Holmstrom (1979) looks at uðc,zÞ ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
c
p
�z2 and y 	 expð1=zÞ. Setting u such that l¼ 1=2, he obtains,

cðyÞ ¼ 1
4 ðyþ

1
2Þ

2, a quadratic optimal contract (three parameters to learn). It is not clear however, why would the principal
know ex-ante that the optimal contract is quadratic if she does not know the agent’s preferences u and the output process
for y. This seems less of a problem with a linear contract as it looks like a natural place to start (used in many real-world
environments) and it also nests the simpler (single-parameter) fixed fee, fixed wage, or fixed sharing rule arrangements.
On the other hand, if c(y) is not a polynomial in y (e.g., has no closed-form like in (22)) the strategy space for the optimal
contract is intractable, (e.g. if one only knows that the optimal contract belongs to the set of convex and increasing
functions) and it can only be approximated with a tractable, parameterizable contract which is what we do in this paper.
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